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HALF	UNDERSTANDING	OF		IBN	SINA’S	TWO	CONCEPTS:	AL-WÂJIB	AL-WUJÛD	AND	WÂJIB	AL-WUJÛD	

																																																																																																																		Mehmet	Bayrakdar	

           The most important philosophical and metaphisical  terms  of   the famous 
Turkish philosopher  Ibn Sina ( Avicenna, 980 Afshana-Ozbekistan- 1037 
Hamadan- Iran)   for our investigation  are  two foremost  conceps of him as   al-
wâjibu’l-wujûd and wâjibu’l-wujûd.  But unfortunatly these two concepts have 
been understood until today as if they were the same and one concept for  
nearly 1000 years by all the editors of  Ibn Sina’s  works, his translators, and the  
all the experts  on his philosophy, whether they are easterners or westerners, 
whether they are medieval scholars or modern scholars.  This is well pointed out 
by the famous French scholar and  Avicennist Amélie-Marie Goichon (1894 - 
1977) in the following saying: “Wâjib is here preceded by the article; elsewhere 
it is not, but the meaning is the same.” 1, when  translating into French  this 
statement of Ibn Sina:  
 ا وھ دوجولا بجاولا نأ ,”ملم يذلا دوجويتغ ضرف ريھنم ضرع دوجوم  حملا.....“ 2                                   
(Certes l’Etre nécessaire est l’être qui, lorsqu’il est supposé inexistant, donne 
lieu  â  une contradiction = Certainly the Necessary Being is the being which, 
when it is supposed to be nonexistent, gives rise to a contradiction).  Similarly 
George F. Hourani (1913-1984) informed us  that  wâjib al-wujûd is	variously 
translated  into English as necessary of existence, necessary being,  necessarily 
existent, that whose existence is necessary. 3  As we see, for Goichon,  like for 
all others, al-wâjib al-wujûd and wâjib al-wujûd are the one and same concept , 
and both concepts mean the Necessary Being or Existence, which is eventually 
God. 
 
           Almost  twenty years ago while rereading the Ilâhiyât (metaphysics) 
section  of  Ibn Sina's book  al-Shifâ’, these two concepts attracted  my attention. 
And rethinking a lot about  theme,  I got the idea that these two  concepts, 
although  they are very very similairs  to each other  from every aspect, must be  
to some extent different in meaning. For nearly twenty years from that day to 
this day, I have looked for  whether there are  some scholars, who had already 
seen  some difference in menaning between two  concepts. And  I could  not 
																																																													
1	Goichon	(A.-M.)	:		“Wâjib	est	ici	précédé	de	l'article;	ailleurs	il	ne	l'est	pas,	mais	le	sens	est	le	même”,		Lexique	
de	la	Langue	Philosophique	d’Ibn	Sînâ	(Avicenne),	Paris,	1938,	p.	417.	
2	Ibn	Sina:	An-Najât,	Kahire,	1913,	p.	366.	
3	Hourani	(G.F.)	:	“	Ibn	Sînâ	on	Necessary	and	Possible	Existence”,	the	Philosophical	Forum,	New	Series,	vol.	4,	
No:	1,	1972,	p.	75.	
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find any person. And then I  have decided to write this little work,	in  which I 
wanted share my  idea whith  the  academic public. I am concentrated 
  only  on the accurate			and adequate  understanding of  the  concepts. In 
following my intention is not to expose what they  are in the metaphysics of  Ibn 
Sina; and  therefore I  shall not discusse here the functions of the concepts in his  
metaphysics  and other related problems. So, my primary concern is to show that 
al-wâjib al-wujûd and wâjib al-wujûd are not the same concept, but  two 
different concepts. 
                  To begin with, we  want to know firstly  whether Ibn Sina  is the 
creator of these concepts. Some people like Mr. Zarkasyi   have claimed that 
wâjib al-wujûd is a term coined by Ibn Sina.4  But  according to Ibn Sina himself  
this is wrong;  because he says : “.....The first Cause named in the philosophers 
to be Necessary Existence (wâjib al-wujûd).....” 5 Ibn Sina did not mention the 
philosophers by name; but modern scholars, like Goichon for example, say that 
one of them is Aristotle.6 The other philosophers are al-Fârâbî (872-950) and al-
Amirî (913-992) ; they  used the term wâjib al-wujûd before Ibn Sina.7 Thus Ibn 
Sina is not the first philosoher who coined the term of  wâjib al-wujûd. He used 
first  this concept in his first philosophical work entitled “al-Hikmat al-
Arûziyya”, he wrote it in Bukhara in 998 or 999 BC, when he was 21 years old.8   
But we know for certain  that he is the creator of  the concept of  al-wâjib al-
wujûd.	 Ibn Sina has frequently used these two concepts side by side in all his 
philosophical works from al-Shifâ’ and Dânish-nâma 9   to  his  latest work  al- 
Mubâhasât. Let’s note  here that he did not used the concept of  al-wâjib al-
wujûd only  in his first work al-Hikmat al-Arûziyya”. 
 
	

            Why were these two concepts seen in the same sense before us ?  We try 
to answer very briefly to this question. There could be two  reasons for this. 
Firstly  they have  seen  the Arabic formulations of  the concepts as  al-wâjib al-

																																																													
4	Zarkasyi	(H.F.)	:	“	Ibn	Sina’s	Concept		of		Wâjib	al-Wujûd”, Jurnal TSAQAFAH, Vol. 7, No. 2, Oktober 2011, p. 376.	
5		Ibn	Sina:		Risâletü’z-Ziyâra,	Jâmi’i	al-Badâ’i’	,	Cairo,	1917.	p.	33.	
		
6	Goichon	(A.-M.)	:	Vocabulaires		Comparés	d’Aristote	et	d’Ibn	Sînâ,	Paris,	1939,	p.	37-38.	See	Aristotle’s	
Metaphysics	Λ		7,	1072	b		10.	
	
7		Al-Fârâbî	:	Uyûnu’l-Masâil,	Cairo,	1907,	p.	3-9;	this	short		treatise		was	traditionally		atributed	to	al-Fârâbî.		.	
Very	recently		some		scholars	doubted	the	nomination	of	al-Fârâbî	as	the	author	of	Uyûnu’l-Masâil;	they	have	
attributed	it	to	Avicenna;	but	they	have	no	convincing	evidence.	Fr.	H.	Dieterici	has	right		to	attribute	it	to	al-
Fârâbî,	See	his	“Alfârâbî’s	philosophische	Abhandlungen,	Leiden,	1890.	Al-Âmirî	:	al-Takrîr,	ed.	by		S.Halifât,	
Amman,	1988,	p.	304-308;	İnkâz	al-Bashar,	ed.	by	K.	Turhan,	Istanbul,	1996,	p.	4-6.		
	
8	Muhsin	Sâlih:		al-Hikma	al-Arûziyya,		Beyrouth,	2007,		p.	1,	12;	Gohlman	(W.	E.)	:	The	Life	of		Ibn	Sînâ,:	A	
Critical	Edition	and	Annotated	Translation,	Albany,	New	York,	p.	38.	
	
		9		For	us	Ibn	Sina	himself	did	not	composed	Dânish-nâma-i	Alâî	in	Persian;	it	is	a		free	Persian	translation	of	his		
al-Shifâ’	by	his	disciple	Abdu’l-wâhid	al-Jurjânî.	
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wujûd and wâjib al-wujûd  as grammatically  same; and as it is indicated  in the 
quotation from Goichon above they could not see any  difference between 
worlds  al-wâjib and wâjib; as we will see below there could be difference 
between the worlds al-wâjib (with  article al- ) and  wâjib (without article). 
Secondly  it is that  Ibn Sina  has also pointed to  God with  both  two concepts.  
 
          1-al-Wâjib al-Wujûd : The Necessary Being 

 
          The concept of  al-wâjib al-wujûd has been  understood as the Necessary 
Being or Existence; 10 this is correct, there is no problem.		But	here	we should 
emphasize that, as for  Ibn Sina the Necessary Being is God, he means by this 
concept  especially  the necessity of  God’s  existence . And this concept is used 
by him only for God; not  for other beings. 
 
           2-Wâjib al-Wujûd: The Necessitating  Existence 
          The concept of wâjib al-wujûd  is also rendered  traditionally  as the 
necessary existence, because as we have already said that the scolars before us 
did not see any difference  between the concepts  of  al-wâjib al-wujûd and 
wâjib al-wujûd. But we think that this is wrong. If they were same  in meaning, 
as  have been pretented, it becomes difficulte to explaine why then Ibn Sina  
used these two separated  concepts  for one thing one behinde the other. 
Secondly as we shall see, the concept of  wâjib al-wujûd is used for God as well 
as for any possible being when it becomes cause for the existence of any other 
possible being.  This concept is intrnsically realeted to  Ibn Sina’s creatrive 
causality. When it is used for God, Ibn Sina speaks  not of  the necessity  of 
God’s existence but of the necessity of God’s  acts or Godhead. 
             For the reasons that  we will explain below, we have  to translate the 
concept of   wâjib al-wujûd, whether it has been used for God or for possible 
existence, as Necessitating  Existence, although it does not sound  and seen  a 
good English. For our understanding wâjib al-wujûd must be translated  and 
understood as the Necessitating  Existence  because of the following two  
reasons or justifications. 
               a-The Causality  Principle: As it is known Ibn Sina’s philosophy and 
metaphysics is basically  dependent of  causality. In order to understand 
properly  why  he might use two such concepts, we have to know adequately his 
theory of causality; because he discussed especially the concept of  wâjib al-
wujûd  very closely in the context of causality. Our duty  here cannot be to 
explain his theory of  causality,  this is  of course a long job; the scope of this 
problem is dauntingly broad.  
               We will  point to  just make in brief some important points.  As it is 
known his theory of causality is Aristotelian. But, although Aristotle’s causality 
																																																													
10	For		similair	rendering	see		Hourani	(G.F.)	:	“Ibn	Sînâ	on	Necessary	and	Possible	Existence”,	The	Philosophical	
Forum,	New	Series,	vol.	4	No.	1,	1972,	p.	75.	
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in its essence motorice, sc. it depends closely of  motion or movement, whereas 
Ibn Sina’s is creatrice, sc. It depends ultimatetly of  God’s will.   
               Ibn	Sina	defines	the	efficient	cause	or	agent	as	that	which	bestows	
existence	to	another.11	He	distinguishes	the		metaphysical	definition	of	the	
efficient	cause	from	that	of	the	natural	philosopher	as	follows	:	“Metaphysical	
philosophers	do	not	mean	by	“agent”	only	the	principle	of	motion,	as	the	
natural	philosophers	mean,	but	the	principle	and	giver	of	existence,	as	in	the	
case	of	God	with	respect	to	the	world.	As	for	the	natural	efficient	cause,	it	does	
not	bestow	any	existence	other	than	motion	in	one	of	the	forms	of	motion.	
Thus,	in	the	natural	sciences,	that	which	bestows	existence	is	a	principle	of	
motion.”12	So, Avicenna considers his definition of the efficient cause as a giver 
of being to another to encompass both natural agents and creative agents. 

              One striking feature of  Ibn Sina’s account of causation is the use of the 
modal terms “necessary” and “possible” to analyze the causal relation, which 
emphasize his necessitation thesis: “with the existence of its cause, the existence 
an effect is necessary”. But Ibn Sina  does not employ this thesis to restrict the 
scope of causal power to God.  Ibn Sina defends the necessitation thesis in order 
to support his coexistence thesis, which states that cause and effect coexist in 
time, not in being. In other words, Avicenna considers the necessitation thesis to 
entail that the priority of cause to effect is ontological, not temporal.13  In the 
central part of the argument for the necessitation thesis, Avicenna attempts to 
show that the causal relation cannot be fully understood in terms of possibility. 
Avicenna ultimately concludes that, with the existence of its cause, the existence 
of the effect is not merely possible, it is necessary. So, with God’s existence, the 
existence of the first existent, the first intellect,  is necessary.14 Since for Ibn 
Sina, a cause is concurrent with the existence of its effect, the former is then a 
source of becoming. 
 
 
               a1- God as  the Necessitating  Existence:  For Ibn Sina God is the 
Necesseary Exitence (al- wâjib al-wujûd)  as  well as  He is the  Necessitating  
Existence (wâjib al-wujûd).  Being the  creator and  Necessary Existence, God 
creates necessarly the things. He is then the Necessitating  Existence and its  

																																																													
11	Marmura	(M.E.	)	:	Avicenna,	op.cit,	p.	194.	
12	Marmura	(M.E.)	:	Avicenna,	op.cit,	p.	195.	

13	Marmura	(M.E.)	:	“Avicenna	on	Causal	Priority”,		in	Morewedge,	P.	(ed.),	1981,	Islamic	Philosophy	and	
Mysticism,	Delmar:	NY:	Caravan	Books,	1981,	p.	67-68.	

	
14	Richardson	(K.):	“	Causation	in	Arabic	and	Islamic	Thought”	Stanford	Encyclopedia	of	Philosophy	(2015):	
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/arabic-islamic-causation/.,	
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First  Cause . That is why he defines wâjib al-wujûd  as “.....The First Cause 
named among philosophers as wâjib al-wujûd  (necessisating existence) .” 15 

....الوجود بواجب الحكماء عند المسماة االولى العلة  

             a2- Possible Existence as the Necessitating  Existence : As we have said 
the concept of  wâjib al-wujûd is not used only for God but also for  possible 
being or existence. Ibn Sina  have indicated this for example in this statement : 

حق فھو الوجود واجب كل و   “And every necessitating  existence  is then  real...” 16 Here  it 
is obvious  that “every necessitating existence”  indicates the  plurality of  
necessitating existence . Therefore by “every  necessitating existence” Ibn Sina 
could not mean God, but he meant possible beings; as we have said that 
according to the causality   theory of  him possible beings  become cause for 
each other . Then they become  necessitating existences . As it is well known 
that Ibn Sina subdivides  the concept of wâjib al-wujûd into  two  kinds as wâjib 
al-wujûd  bi-thâtihî ( the necessitating existence   by virtue of itself )  and wâjib 
al-wujûd bi-ghayrihî ( the necessitating existence by virtue of  another). 17 The 
first kind is God;  the second kind is possible being. 
 
                b-Gramatical construction: The second reason for the difference  
in meaning of  the concepts  of  wâjib al-wujûd (  ) دوجولا بجاولاand  wâjib al-
wujûd الوجود واجب  ) )  is their gramatical construction; although their Arabic	
grammatical construction is  nearly the same, yet there  is  an important 
difference in  meaning to be noted.   As you may see with a naked eye at first, 
there is Arabic artical al+ before the first  wâjib, that’s all. Now let’us try to 
explain that difference.  
																																																													
15	Ibn	Sina	:	Risâla	al-Ziyâra,	Jâmi’	al-Badâi,	Cairo,	1907,	p.	33. The	concept	of	wâjib	al-wujûd	mentioned	in	this	
statment	is	translated	into	French	as	Être	nécessaire	(Necessairy	Being)		by	Goichon		for	example	:	La	Cause	
premiêre	nommée	chez	les	philosophers	Être	nécessaire.	See	Goichon	(A.-M.)	:	Lexique,	op.cite,		p.	417.	
	

16	Ibn	Sina	:		al-	Shifâ’,	ed.	and	English	trans.	by	M.E.Marmura	:		The	Metapysics	of	the	Healing,	Brigham	Young	
University	Press,	Provo,	Utah,	2005,		p.284.		Marmura’s	transl.	of		the	statement	is	this	:	“	And	all	that	is	a	
necessary	existent	is	truth.”		p.	284.	But	for	us	Marmura’s	translation	is	not	so	correct.		
17	This	subdivion	is	to	be	found	nearly	in		all	his	philosophical	works’	metaphysical	sections;	see	for	example		

M.E.Marmura	:		The	Metapysics	of	the	,	p.	30,	32,	38;	Ibn	Sina:	Kitâb	al-Najât		ed.	by	M.S.Kurdî,	2nd	ed.	,	Cairo,	

1938,	p.	224-227,	235.	Although		Ibn	Rushd	(Averroes,	1126-1198)	says	that		Ibn	Sina	was		first	philosopher	who		

made	this	subdivison	,	See.	Tahâfut	,	ed.	by.	M.Bouyges,	Beirut,	1930,	p.	198,		this	is	not	correct		becuase	we	

know	that	before	him	al-Âmirî	had	made	such	a	division.	Ibn	Sina		has	been	severely		criticized	for	this	by	Ibn	

Rushd,and	especially	by	al-Shahristânî	(1086-1153)	in	his	Kitâb	al-Musâra’a,	Arabic	edition	and	English	

translation	of	this	book		by	W.Madelung	and	M.	Toby:	Struggling	with	the	Philosopher,	A	Refutation		of		

Avicenna’s	Metaphysics,	London,	2000.	
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                Since  there is no problem on the meaning and translation of  the 
concept of  al-wâjib al-wujûd, we won't dwell on it. Here we will focus on    
wâjib al-wujûd. The word wâjib is  the  present participle (al-ism al-fâ’il)  of 
Arabic verb  Wa+Ja+Ba  (literally to oblige, to necessitate, ect.).  Wujûd 
(existence)  is the infinitive (al-masdar) of the Arabic verb Wa+Ja+Da  (literally to 
have found, to be known, ect. ). As we know that according to Arabic grammar the  
present participle,  which is derived from the verb and shows the doer in the 
verb,  has some grammatical functions and can be used as a verb, as a noun and 
as an adjective in the sentence. When it is used without  the Arabic  article al+ , 
in some cases it may function as Arabic  simple present or present continuous 
tense, of course it depends of the context. So, for our undestanding  the word 
wâjib in the concept of  wâjib al-wujûd is  the  present participle  of the verb  
Wa+ Ja+ Ba  (to necessitate)  and functions as the  simple present .  

            Thus from this we could conclude that  the concept of wâjib al-wujûd 
means as the necessitating  existence, not as the necessary existence or being as  
it has been pretented and presented. For Ibn Sina God is both Necessary 
existence and Necessitating  Existence at the same time¸but the possible being 
can be only necessitating  existence, when  for Ibn Sina  it  becomes  cause  for 
another possible being. In order to expalin this Ibn Sina gives this example: “... 4 
is necessitating  existence not by itself  but on the supposition of  2+2,...” 18 
 
               If our understanding of the concept of wâjib al-wujûd as the 
necessitating  existence is accepted as valid ,  many questions may come to 
mind.  One of them could be : will  Avicenna's already  translated works need to 
be re-translated ? For us, no . What  could be  then  ? The  reader can do, if  he 
wants of course,  like the example we will give below, by detecting the 
sentences in which the concept of  wâjib al-wujûd is mentioned. This can be 
easily done;  the concept is not very frequently used in every of his works; each 
work  may contain  maximum  20  uses at most.                         
                  Here is our example: We have chosen Marmura’s edition and English 
translation of Ibn Sina’s   al- Shifâ’ (  The Metapysics of the Healing, Brigham 
Young University Press, Provo, Utah, 2005) page 32.  He translated the concept 
of  wâjib al-wujûd  both as necessary existent and  necessary existence. We put 
the word  the Necessitating  Existence    in front of these necessary existent and  
necessary existence words as follows: 
 
                “ (7) We [further] say:  It is impossible for the Necessary Existent19   -
-- the Necessitating  Existence   —    be equivalent to another necessary existent   
---  another necessitating  existence   --- so that this would exist with that and 
that would exist with this, neither being the cause of the other [but] both, rather, 
																																																													
18	Ibn	Sina:	al-Najât,	ed.	by	M.S.Kurdî,	2nd	ed.,	Cairo,	1938,	p.	224.	
19	Marmura’s the	Necessary	Existent	translation	is	not	correct;	because	there	we	have	wâjib	al-wujûd	concept,	
not	wâjib	al-mawjûd.	
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being equal with respect to the matter of the necessity of existence ---the 
Necessitating  Existence---- [This is] because, if the essence of the one is 
considered in itself, apart from the other, then it would have to be either [(a)] 
necessary in itself or [(b)] not necessary in itself. 
(8) If [(a)] necessary in itself, then either it would have also a necessity 
with respect to the other, whereby a thing would be both a necessary 
existent in itself     --- a Necessitating  Existence in itself  --- and a necessary 
existent through another     --- a  Necessitating  Existence through another--- 
(which, as we have seen, is impossible); or it would have no necessity by reason 
of another and, hence, it would not be necessary for its existence to be 
consequent on the existence of the other, and it follows necessarily that its 
existence would have no relation with the other such that it exists only  
when this other exists. 
(9) But, if [(b)] it is not necessary in itself, then, considered in itself, 
it must be possible in existence and considered, with respect to the other, 
necessary in existence. From this it follows that either the other is of the 
same [state] or [it is] not. [If not, then it would not be equivalent in existence.] 
If the other is of the same [state], then it follows that the necessity 
of existence of this [one] derives from that [other] when that [other] 
is either [(i)] within the bounds of possible existence or [(ii)] within the 
bounds of necessary existence  ---- the Necessitating  Existence----. “20  
          The second question might be : If  Ibn Sina’s concept wâjib al-wujûd was 
understood as the necessitating  existence, as we suggest it,	was he still severely  
criticized for this concept ? 

            We	know	that	Ibn	Sina	was	firmly	criticized	for	that	concept	by	many	
theologians	and	philosophers,	such	as,	for	example,	al-Ghazzâlî	(d.	1111),		al-
Shristânî	(1153),	Ibn	Rushd	(d.	1198)	and	Ibn	Taymiyyah	(d.1328)	because	like	
many	others	they	understood	it	as	the	necerry	existence	or	necessary	existent.	
What	is	wrong	for	them	in	the	concept	of	wâjib	al-wujûd	?	Since	Ibn	Sina			used	
it		for	both		God	and	possible	or	contingent	beings,	they	criticized	him	by	saying	
how	a	possible	being	becomes	necessary	being?	But	Ibn	Sina	never	seen	
possible	being	as	necessary	being;		the	thinkers		who	criticized	him	for	this		
misunderstood		his	concept	of	wâjib	al-wujûd		as	we	have	said.	For	Ibn	Sina	the	
possible	being’s	existence	remain	always	possible,	but	when	it	becomes	a	cause	
for	another	possible	being,	because	of		this	causation,	it	is	named	as	wâjib	al-
wujud;	then	for	the	actual	existence	of		that		another	possible	being,		the	
previous	possible		being	becomes	necessary;	without	which	that	another	
possible	being		could	not	come	into	actual	existence.	For	explain	this,	let's	give		
again	Ibn	Sina’s	own	example		that	we	have	above	referred	to	:		“...	4	is	

																																																													
20	Ibn	Sina:		al-	Shifâ’,	ed.	and	transl.	By	M.E.	Marmura	:The	Metapysics	of	the	Healing,	Brigham	Young	
University	Press,	Provo,	Utah,	2005,	p.32.	
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necessitating		existence	21			not	by	itself		but	on	the	supposition	of		2+2,...”	22	
Thus	for	the	existence	of		4,	two	piece	two,	2+2,		are	necessary.		We		shall	give	
our	example	:	Parents	and			child;	as	existence	and	existent	all	are	possible	
beings;	but	for	the	child,		the	parents	are	necessary;	because	without	them	he	
or	she		can	not	come	into	existence.	And	it	is	in	this	sense		that	Ibn	Sina	says	:	
“What	is	not	necessary	does	not	exist.”	23 The possible existence does not 
actually exist unless rendered necessary by  another possible existence .The 
possibly existent can enter the domain of the actual existence only if a factor 
other than itself comes with existence. During the present of this factor, the 
existence of the possibly existent being become necessary. 
 
 
											An examination of  Ibn Sina’s  works demonstrates that	his	concepts of  
Necessary Being  and  Necessitating Existence  are placed	in relation to  his 
theology,	ontology,	 and cosmology, and they are regarded as the axis mundo of  
his  system of  philosophy.		The concepts have been used in two senses  and 
can be categorized into two : that  which is necessary by virtue of itself and 
that which necessary by virtue of another, as we have mentioned above.  
	Finally, we hope that this study will be the basis for new studies on Ibn Sina’ 
metaphysics and ontology in the future. 
 
 

 

             

	

																																																													
21	The	concept	of		wâjib	al-wujûd		In	this	sentences	has	been	translated	as	necessary	existence	or	necessary	of	
existence	by		Goichon	(A.-M.)	:	La	Distinction	de	l’Essence	et	de	l’Existence	d’apres	Ibn	Sînâ	(Avicenne),	Paris,	
1938,	p.	159;	Carame	(N.)	:	Avicennae	Metaphysices	Compendium,	Rome,	1926,	p.	66;	Hourani	(G.F.)	:	“Ibn	Sînâ	
”,	op.cit.	p.	79.	
22	Ibn	Sina:	al-Najât,	op.	cit.	,	p.	224.	
23	Ibn	Sina:	al-Najât,	op.	cit.,	p.	226.	


